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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Dean Finsfon Reports .

Schmidt Writes
.Whitehead Study
Dr. Paul F. Schmidt, professor
of philosophy and chairman of
the UiiM department of philosophy, has written a book on Alfred North Whitehead's philosophical concepts.
The book, entitled "Perception
and Cosmology in Whitehead's
Philosophy," is published by Rutgers University Press. The 192page volume costs $9.
The book is the first full-length
study of the continuity and novelty of Whitehead's theories of
perception. It shows how his
views about perception were influenced by his life-long concern
with the foundations of science.
It also shows how his views about
perception played a fundamental
role in his reformation of the
foundations of science and the
construction of his cosmology.
The study covers 16 of Whitehead's major publications.
Whitehead, who was born in
1861 and died in 1947, was a
famous English philosopher and
mathematician whose writings
and thoughts have influenced
contemporary thinking
Dr. Schmidt received his doctorate from Yale . University,
worked for 14 years in the department of philosophy at Oberlin College, and has been at UNM
for several years. This is his second book; his first publication
was entitled "Religious Knowledge.''

WANT ADS
I
I

•!

•

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
,4 line ad., 65¢-4 timeo, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on dny before
publication to Room 159, Student Publiea·
tiona Boilding, or telephone 277-4002 or
277·4102•

•

f

ROOM&BOARD

'

I
;

,,

THE COLLEGE INN atill hiiB some acoommodations available. 20 meals .a week

maid & linen service, eolot- TV • swim:
ming Pool. laundry facilities, Private
parking, walking distance to campus.
ModeratelY prieed. 803 Ash NE. Phone

'

'

243-2881.

SERVICES

~

i
I

e

· TYPEWRITER Sales & Sei"Jio.,, nil
malt.t::J. 20 percent discount with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243·0588.
FOR BALE

.•

FOR SALE : Silvertone Amp with foot
switch-very- good
condition,
coet
$179.01l--aacrifiee $100.00. Also Hufl'y 3
SPeed bike-excellent $25.00. TeL 2773123. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
-~ 1957 CHEVROLET 2 dr. 8 cylinder automatic $365.00. Call 268-4742 after 5
p.m.l0/6.
PLAYBOY Magazine Student Rates now
available. Save $3.25 per year or more.
Call UNM Campus Repreoentative. 2479082. 10/6. 9, 11, 12.
BSA 1965 Model 350 ee. Metallic Blue &
Chrome finish. In perfect eondition.
Call 268-1216 dlll'B, 255·8486 after 5.
10/9, 11, 12, 13.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS If we
don•t have them,. then you don'i want
them. Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Col!ax, Denver, ColoJ:'S.do. 80220.
FLOWER POWER-Buy a mum from
Town Club and see what $2.25 can do
for you. 10/11, 12, 13.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT: Newly remodelled & furnisbed. Ideal for single person. 8 minutes from campus by ear. $45. plus Jeetrieity. Phone 344-0410 after 4 p.m.
GREEN CASTLE APARTMENTS !or
rent. 15th & Central SW. 10/-2 wks.
CHARMING Adobe-$85, . Fireplace and
modern utilities, N.W. VaUey location.
Call 344·5792 or 344-1266 or 265·6057.

.

MISCELLANEOUS
"DATE Application with an .Eligible
Bachelor" 35 cents, 3 !or $1.00. Royal
Enterprizes, Box 1502, Santa Fe, N.M,
87501
WANTED:
WANTED : Used weight lifting set, at
least 125 Jbs. Call Steve, 255·9162.

Business School Expands
Studies, Plans Doctorate
the Dean said, "It must be periodBy CRAIG GUEST
Business Administration Dean ically modified on the basis of
lloward Finston listed three or- actual experience, but the design
ganizational changes in his col- . represents an effort to shape orlege and the addition of a doctor- ganizational structure 11ccording
ate p:r()gram to begin next year in to our objectives.''
a recently issued annual report.
Several members of the busiThe organizational changes are ness faculty helped plan the_ new
due to the relatively new phases system but the Dean named Proof administrative education such fessor Lothar Winter as the one
as operations research, behavioral who contributed the most.
science, and information theory.
The business school doctoral
These new phases must be pre- program, which was devised by a
sented by 'the College of Busi- special committee of business facness Administration as well as ulty members, was approved by
the traditional functions of enter- the general faculty of UNM last
prise, he said.
May.
The three divisions are manaThe doctor11l program would be
gerical control, directed by Dr.
in
effect for next fall "assuming
Edwin Caplan; organizational
science under Dr. Edward Nolan; proper budgetary support and
and operations and environment approval by the state Board of
Educational Finance" is achievunder Dr. Daniel Slate.
About the new organization ed, Finston said.

ARTURO DELMONI, violinist, will be one of the featured soloists
in the UNM Orchestra's first concert Friday, Oct. 13 at 8:15 p.m. in
the Concert Hall in conjunction with the beginning of Homecoming
activities. The concert, conducted by Kurt Frederick, will feature
Delmoni and cellist Toby Saks in the Concerto for Violin and Cello
by Brahms. Prices for the concert are 75 cents for students and $1.50
for all others.

Thursday at 7:20 on 90.1 FM

Associated Students President

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

A MAN FOR

·D ALLSEASONS~
nODE liT IJOLT •TECHNICOLOR"
Open 7:00pm
7:45-9:55

Tel. 298-5445

John Thorson
on a f"~d~ia~l=.============~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~
weekly
programwill
of appear
commentary
presented by KUNM radio every
Thursday at 7:20 p.m.
The commentary will focus on
developments in student government and other campus activities.
The show will have a two-fold
purpose, Thorson said. He hopes
the University and the community will be drawn closer through
better understanding and cooperation. And he also hopes to arouse
Freeport Sulphur Company, one of the nation's top producers of minerals, offers
greater student interest and dithe graduate engineer a challenging and professionally stimulating career with
dect involvement in student govunlimited advancement potential.
ernment.
The commentary will be heard
Freeport's flve divisions spread from Georgia to New Mexico while growth
on student-owned KUNM, which
continues at a phenomenal rate. Investments in new plant faCilities in louisiana,
alone, total more than $75 million. In 1967, sales are expected to exceed $175
million, with less than 3,000 employees.

ENGINEERS

TIME
The longest word
in the language?

By letter count, tho Jonaeat
word may be pneumonoultra•

microscopicsilicovolcanoconiozll,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Websters New World
Dictionary, College Edition. But
You will find more useful information about words than in any

other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addition to its derivation and an
illwtration showing U.s. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
Uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to
know· about time.
This dictionary is approved
and wed by more than 1000
coUeges and universities. Isn't
it time you owned one? Only
$5.95 for 1760 pages; $G.gS
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York:

cerned with itself-some lock niggers out--and so we need some
redefining of what the church is
and what the priest or minister
is supposed to do," he said.
lie said in that part of the problem is communication. Words and
terms have been misused past all
understanding, Boyd said.
"No one's speeific. You throw
your terms around as exioms.
What do you mean by 'love,'
'christianity,' 'democracy,' or
'commie?' And name your jlace
and date.''
Legalize Pot
Calling :for the legalization of
marijuana, he cited this as an
area ot hysterical generalization.
"I say "pot" and you think
"drugs" · but marijuana is not
drug~;~," he said. "It'~;~ not the
~>arne thing a~;~ heroin, LSD-25,
and others. They're really dangerous.''

Much of morality, as preached
from pulpit~>, dean's offices, and
by lawmakers and parents, boils
down to "Someone's ~>aying 'play
games,"- he said, "They say 'don't
drink in public,' so you drink in
the back of a car. What's wrong
with that is that you drink the
whole bottle when you open it.
There's no temperance.
''Or that housemother at the
dorm says to the couple saying
goodnight, 'Don't kiss in front of
the dorm anymore,' and the kids
have been shacked up for two
h.onths," he continued.
Recommends "Bonnie and Clyde" ·
He recommended to his audience a new movie called "Bonnie
and Clyde" recently under attack
for its violence.
"We talk about love, and we're
a racist society. We're mad at a
movie and yet from Indian massacres to Viet Nam and from Bos-

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

For many years Freeport has been the leader in production of sulphur. It also .
rariks among leaders in koolin clay, potash, oil and gas. It will soon produce
phosphoric acid upon completion of its chemical plant at Convent, La. which
will place Freeport among the leading suppliers to the fertilizer industry.
Strong emphasis on research and process development, especially relating to
physical chemistry, minerals extraction and hydrometallurgy, has helped make
Freeport a leader in these fields.
The Engineering Department, toa, has achieved prominence in project design,
development ancJ c9nstruction supervision of new plants in virtually all of the
company's projects.
Whether your interest lies in research and development, design and construction or production, you'll flnd it at Freeport-a world leader that's compact
enough for you to achieve personal satisfaction through individual accomplishment and recognition.
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Student With
Photo Experience
Call277-2331

No. 16

ground church to the established
churches as furnace Christians
vs. catacomb Christians.
Asking the audience to suggest
topics, Boyd spent much of the
evening attempting to explain his
views on issues suggested by lis·
teners.
Relating to College
"Get out of the academic ghetto.
Knock a :few walls down and meet
people in town,
"You're too safe and protected
in the university, You can't look
in Ghana or Brazil :for things to
do. Look in your own god-damned
neighlJorhood.''
The Draft
~·'
Boyd likened Jesus to a civil
disobedience advocate. "I respect
civil disobedience. I respect Jesus.
If any one is going to do anything about it it'll be you. The
over-forties can't. They're caught
up in the structure.''
Black Power Extremists
"Some Negroes are now saying
that they can't take it any longer.
They're through saying 'yasuh'
and 'ma'am.' "
Ten Commandments
An unidentified woman asked
him what he thought of the ten
commandments. He replied that
he didn't like them, referring to
mindless "emotionalism" over
them.
(Continued on page 2)

Legislator Back
Student Lobbying
By WAYNE CIDDIO
vide information on both sides of
Th1·ee Bernalillo County legis- a question and give all informalators voiced approval and sup- tion it had access to."
port for the establishment of a
"I don't think, however, that
student lobby at the state legisla- you could be a group separate
ture in Santa Fe at last night's from the administration without
Student Senate meeting.
encountering :Pressures. An indeSenator William Sego, Repre- - pendent student lobby would be
sentative J. M. "Mel" Eaves, and ineffective without cooperation
Rep1•esentative Thomas W· Hoov- from the administration. It
er told student senat.Ot<fl the vn!ue clto.uld hi; a <:umlllllcd effort to
of a "strong, effective student lob- represent your university," said
by in providing information on Sego.
specific subjects of student in- Offers Assistance
terest..,
Sen Eaves said, "Students are
Lobbies Necessary
continually told by public officials
Sen. Sego said, "I feel there is that they should seek a proper
a direct necessity for lobbying manner of furthering the demogroups. A good lobby would pro- cratic process. 1 would like to
offer my assistance in a proper
approach to an effective student
lobby.''
.
Sen. Hoover stressed the need
for representation from other
univer~ties as well as UNM.
"The
problem at UNM is that it
The following ten girls are
is
regarded
as Albuquerque's
finalists in the 1967 Homecoming
college. If the student lobby conqueen contest:
Grace Arnett, Ellen Cullaton, sisted of representatives from
Tina Elliott, Pam Fink, Paulette other schools, representation
Key, Cheri Kirchner, Mary Mac- would be more meaningful.''
Pherson, Verlinda Parnell, Kath- Must List Priorities
leen Rail, and Mary Setzler.
Legislators emphasized that stuThe queen and her two attend- dents would have to "list top
ants will be crowned at tomorrow priorities of interest" for lobbynight's coronation assembly at ing to be effective. They said that
8:15 p.m. in Johnson Gym. The lobbying confined to a limited
queen and her court will reign field of interest, namely student
over Homecoming '67 activities concerns, would be of most value.
(Continued on. page 2)
this weekend.

Finalists Announced
For Queen Contest

Tomorrow night's Homecoming dance will feature Harpers Bizarre, a singing group from Santa
Cruz, Calif. The group has recorded "Come to the Sunshine," and the "59th St. Bridge Song." Fill·
ing the backup positions for tomorrow night's dance will be t~e S_u~day l:'unnies an~ the Ce~ar
Dwellers. The dance is scheduled to run from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets are still on sale m the Uruon
ticket office at a $1.50 per person •

Canadians OK Birth Control
Canadian University Press
TORONTO, Canada-The student administrative council at
the University of Toronto has
endorsed a birth control educatioh.,. program to be run by a
group of senior co-eds.
They have been distributing
contraceptive information to
anyone asking for it and refer-

Military status?
Although _Fre~port hires without regard to selective service stahJS, it is considered
an essentral mdustry. You may qualify for a critical occupation (11-A) rating.

ring inqumes to the Planned gram. Carleton University's chapParenthood Association and Tor- lain says there was a similar dub
onto doctors who have agreed to on the campus and there was no
trouble from either university atJ.~
co-operate.
The council's president, Tom thorities or the law.
Such clubs have also been
Faulkner, thought he might face formed
on U.S. campuses as well.
jail as a result of the council's The first was at Hofstra Univeraction, since it is against the law sity, Long Island, New York, last
in Canada to sell or dispose of ·year,
Although many student groups
any instructions "intended or rein the U.S. have pressed for
presented as a method of prevent- health services to give out birth
ing contraception.''
control pills, a survey of 315
But Ontario Attorney General health services last year showed
Arthur Wishert says, "I have not that only one in 25 campus clinics
thought of taking action in this will give pills to unmarried wommatter/'
en, and 55 per cent will not presToronto is not the first Canadi- cribe the pill under any circums·
an university with such a pro- tances.

Hanging Through Oct. 30

Peter Hurd Paintings Now on, Display;
Cover European WWII Air Battles

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS:
Wednesday, October 18

Contact your placement office for further details

WANTED

ton Tea Parties to Newark and
Detroit we're the most violent
nation in the history of the world.
"And you get some fuddy-duddy
who hates blacks, Vietnamese,
sexual freedom, and the underground church and he says in
fury, 'This is a violent film!' And
attacks it!"
Religion Is Idolatry
D!!riding what he called "the
worship of religion and not of
God," he called it idolatry.
"In my first parish it came to
the point where we did not have
the money to run the furnace. I
asked a lady of the parish if she
really needed the furnace to worship God, Couldn't she, l asked,
empathize with the early Christians .in the catacombs?"
The lady in question told him
she wouldn't be back until the
furnace was running.
lie likened the new under-

COLUMDIA Pl<..iP~!l~1: FRED ZINNEMANN'S ....,..,.

STARTS TODAY!

broadcasts at 90.1 on the FM

By ROB BURTON
The "God-is-at-church" Idea has
killed the church and the ministry
colm Boyd, a self-termed "working among the people, Rev. Malcolm Boyd, a self-termed "Worker-priest," told an audience of
about 2000 in the Concert Hall
last night.
·
"God is secular and the ministry should be too," Boyd said.
"Churches have gotten too respectable and ·have spent too. much
time in real estate and fund-.raising to keep the damn furnace run.
ning, having society we~dings."
Churches have rejected God and
now worship religion, Boyd said;
"Blasphemy! Idolatry! Where is
the voice from the wilderness?"
Redefining Necessary
"Is the church, the building, the
four walls and horrible pews, is
all this necessary?" he asked.
"The church has been too con-

-WINNER Of 6 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING-

Fromlht play by

Weekly KUNM Program to Feature
Thorson, Focus on Campus Activity

Boyd Issues Call fo r Secular Ministry

Or, write or call:

T.L Vandegrift, Assistant to ManagerIndustrial & Personnel Relations

FREEPORt SULPHUR COMPANY
P. 0. Box 61520
New Orleans, La. 70160
Telephone: Area Code 504/529-4393

TilE

'poLLS WERE BUSY all day yesterday
Homecoming queen. Ten finalists were seleeted
queen and her two attendants will be crowned
for 8:15 in Johnson Gym. The 1967 Homecl)ming
Uo~h. (Photo by Noland)
•

f

•

r •

•
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1
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•

.
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* '

as students filed in to vote for their choice for 1967
from an original list of 17. The 1967 Homecoming
at tomorrow night's coronation assembly scheduled
queen will be crown·cd by last year's queen, Carol

Twenty-live paintings representing a Wol'ld War II assignment of New Mexico's f!lm 0 1;1s
artist Peter Hurd are on v1ew tn
the UNM Union Gallery.
Scheduled for hanging through
Oct. 30, they represent the men
and activities of the American
8th Air .Force Bomber Command
operating over enemy-held territory,
His works cover a five-month
period he shared as he lived and
worked with the airmen.
Roswell-born Hurd, whose con-

trovcrsial painting of President
Johnson highlighted the past
summer's Arts and Crafts Fair
•

.

..

m Old. Town, attended t~e Pl!nnsylvama Ac~demy of Fme A~ts.
He also pamtt;d ~he Ascen~wn
Island and Ind1a m 1944. Smce
1951 he has lived and worked in
Roswell.
Vit!itors are '\Velcome to the
Union gallery without charge
from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. Manday through Saturday and from
noon until 10 p.m. Sunday.

'

'

'

I

I
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Self-Styled Worker Priest
Calls for Secular Ministry ~~~~.~~~..~~~·u~

Thur~day, October 12, 1967

Glamour Entries Listen to KUNM

B (~onti.~ue: from page 1)
~Y sal t t at the. commandmen ~tyver; 00 negative and not
a posh! IVthe orce. "We should work
as . ro ers and not selfishly
horr~d about our grubby souls,"
e sal •
Religion should be secular, he
s!id, and stop trying "to take peo• e. fr om the world. We need re1P1g10n
1ess
Christianity-to do
away· with the God-is-at-church
·feeling. It's those pious nuts at
church that have killed God in
themselves. God is not re~lly
dead. He's in the world. He's involved. Why shouldn't the church
be?"

"So they're looking for commun~ty, not dropping out of commumty."
Accusing Americans of Hpolarizing" too much, he said that it
is a mistake to say it is all bad
or all good,
"Dope is different. With the
orientaliz11tion already. in pr«?g~es~ hopefully,,dope will declme
m 1mport11nce
.
·
Marrmge
"M~~Y young people I've met
are hvmg together out of wed-

lock. Often they do so because
they are afraid from the example
of their parents that the institution might break up their relationship.
"It's all for the parents anyway."
In a time that has little faith
and many programs, Boyd said he
saw "hope, promise, ferment, and
t' 't "
·
crea lVI Y growmg.
"I'm not a pessimist or optimist," Boyd concluded. "I hope
to be a realist."

Le 9 •. sIa.L 0 r s 8 ac k L0 b·by
\;

Hippies
The hippie movement Boyd called a "thing of many strands.
''It is both a withdrawal and an
awareness of withdrawal within
soe.iety. Where you sit in church
with a hundred other people and
you're lonely," he said.

entries in Glamour magazine's
Best-Dressed-Girl on Campus
contest, sponsored by Theta Sigrna Phi, women's journalism
honorary.
Each campus organization is
invited to sponsor one or more
contestants. Entry fee is $5.
FJ'fteen finali'sts WI'll be chosen
at an elimination tea in Hokona
Lounge Nov. 9. Final judging will
be Dec. 7 in the Union Ballroom.
Contestants will model a campus outfit, a street dress, and an
evening or cocktail dress, and
will be judged on poise, personality, make-up, grooming, and taste
and economy in choice of clothes.
Entry blanks and contest information are available in the journalism depa1•tment office, room
216 of the journalism building.

(Continued from page 1)
ing here could grow into a stateAdministra,tive Vice-PnJsident wide effort," said Rep. Hoover.
Sherman E. Smith presented
Senators also voted a do-pass
three principles as guidelines for recommendation for a bill allocatan effective lobby.
ing $1600 to the secretarial fund
"First, a student lobby should for the hiring of a full-time stuconsist of representatives from dent government secretary. The
If you would know the differmore than one institution of bill was referred to Associated ence between pro and con, conhighe1• learning. Second students Students President John Thorson sider progress and Congress.
should lobby for matters that re- for approval.
late to their own experience, and
Bill Carr, Associated Students
third, for matters of legitimate Vice-President, announced a apeinterest to young people in gen- cia! Senate election for Monday,
era!," he said.
Oct. 23, to fill vacancies created
Examples cited by legislators' by four resignations.
as issues having top priority .were
Students interested in the in- the lowering of the voting ·age
ternational business world and from 21 to 18, incorporation of
careers overseas will have a the absentee ballot system in New
chance to discuss job prospects Mexico, and understanding of reawhen Theodore I. Rothman ad- sons for raises in tuition and fees.
missions officer at the American "Good Start"
Institute for Foreign Trade
"This is a healthy and very fine
Twenty-five s t u d e n t s were
comes to 'the UNM campus Oct: thing that you are interested in
pledged by Delta Sigma Pi, pro16.
and the start which you are mak~ fessional business fraternity at
The program is designed to
UNM, at a banquet in the Suntrain graduates of American colport
Friday night.
leges and universities for service
Gamma
Iota chapter, the UNM
abroar.d with industry, governchapter
of
the national organizament, and service organizations.
tion, has been active since 1949.
A special Senate election to fill Its present membership is 69.
four vacant seats will be held on
The new pledges are: Allen
Monday, Oct. 23, from 8 a.m. to Reed, Ron Candelaria, Jim Klosek,
5 p.m. Applications for candidacy Jack Pickel, Pete Otto, Pete Gross,
are available in the Union Activ- Ron Bell, Cal McKinney, Larry
ities Center and should be turned Esquibel, Sam Aragon, Douglas
in by 5 p.m. Monday, Oct. 16.
Dale, Jim Cole, Tito Chavez, Mike
The election is being held to fill Piraino, Mike Jones, Doug Sheel,
Corky Kindsvater, a 1957 graduate of UNM and now a local vacancies created by the resigna- Buddy Rice, 'Danny "Voigt, Jim
businessman, will speak at the tions of Senators John Thorson, McElroy, Gary Perkowski, Phil
Christian Student Center Sun- Bob McGeorge, Gene Carlson, and Wells, George Hight and Mike
Phil Krehbiel.
Sandoval.
OPPOSITE UNM CONCERT HAll
day, Oct. 15, at 8 p.m.
His topic will be "The Christian in the Business World." A
question-and•answer period will
follow the talk. All students are
invited to attend.
The Christian Student Center.
is at 205 University Blvd., N.E.

Halloween Show
To Feature Sin-In

hag•gle/hag-el/vb.
2. to annoy or exhaust
with wrangling
(Webster's Collegiate Ed.)

HAGGLING IS NOT
DEAD
Radios-1.95 upRecord
Players 12.00 upPrices vary according
to haggling abiilty

BLACKJACK•s
CENTRAL PAWN~

WhY

200 Centra I SE
Where Haggling is practiced daily

Tue. Oct. 17
7:30p.m.
S.U.B. Room 231-D-E

2312 CENTRAL SE

Sponsored by
'

I

"
il

~I

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

I
I'

B.C. Cast:
Cast away, Curly! Again, Curly,
avid fisherman of B.C., on the
comics page, defies prehistoric no
fishing laws for his favorite sport.
Penalty for being caught (he
always is): a laugh per reader.

fop

The ability to think for
yourself, and to think
correctly when making
decisions,determines
your future.
Come to this lecture
that will examine the
true nature of thinking
and its spiritual basis.
It will be given by
Martin N. Heater,
C.S., an experienced
practitioner of
Christian Science
healing •.. and a
member of The
Christian Science
Board of Lectureship.

U. Graduate to Ta\k
. . In Christian ·Center

military medicine in Viet Nam
as it is being practiced today.
The students are Richard S.
Shoberg Jr., David A. Byrne,
Donald E. Rodgers, Stewart L.
Chalamidas, Bruce P. Lovette, M.
Donald Whorton, and George P.
Bunch.

From left to right, Peter and
B.C., after whom they named
the comic strip . . . or vice
versa. Contrast of personalities:
Peter is brilliant, B.C. is B.C.

JOUPSIII?

Elections Will Fill
Senate Vacancies

... YAMAHA

Seven members of the first class
which will graduate from the
UNM School of Medicine in June
will take part in a symposium in
Washington, D.C. Oct 19-20.
Medical Education for National
Defense (MEND) is sponsoring
the symposium as a survey of

A Halloween show. not for kids
will take over the UNM Concert
Hall between 7 and 9 p.m. Oct
31.
'
.
The event is a "sin in" and
"witch watch.'' The underground
film, "Sins of the Fleshapoids," a
wild science fiction s11tire on HollYWood, will be flashed on the
screen.
And the Lizard Point Lighthouse and Vampires will entertain with a psychedelic light
show. "Witches brew" will be
served as a refreshment at intermission.
Admission will be $1.50 for
the general public and $1 for
UNM students.

Business Fraternity
Adds 25 at Banquet

!:.iWITOWI • lOB HILL e WIIROCI
TJJp.. fl••"tw INePe~ ·

7 Medical St'udents To Go to D.C. Oct. 19 ~

'Not for Kids•

Rothman to Discuss
Business, Careers

The year of the
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"GREAT MOMENTS IN HISTORY'' is the theme of UNM Home·
coming '67. Stuffing tissues into a chicken wire frame of the Delta
Delta Delta sorority float for Saturday's parade are, clockwise
from left, Jennie Ozag, Chris Kohut ,and Marilyn McGee.

Big babe from B.C. is
practicing to take over
the world from men.
Little babe will do it
without lifting a finger.
B.C., asked what he
liked most about the
blond, answered "her
footprints."

.~

Three Courses Offered

1-Center Language CI(Jsses Sign 55;
l50 Waiting for Space, Says Bakos
Three conversational language
classes at the International Center are completely filled, and
there is a waiting list of about
50 people for every class, John
Bakas, !-Club coordinator, said
yesterday.
About 55 people enrolled at
registration yesterday.
"Interest is increasing among
Americans about international
matters," said Bakas, about why
pepole want to learn languages,
"and since Americans are the
world's number-one tourists, people are just beginning to realize
that a better time to go over. to a
country is when they know the
language."
This is the first year languages

have been offered at the Center.
"We also want to make it a center of intellectual and intelligent
study about foreign countries,"
said Bakas.
Current courses "in Swedish,
Japanese, and Greek are being offered for six weeks, -and should
end approximately Nov. 25. After
a brief lapse, another six-week
course will be offered. Balms said
that the next course may be expanded to include Hebrew and/or
Arabic.

Thor, ladies man and inventor of the wheel, being advised
by Wiley, the suspicious poet
who hates water with a dry
passion. Thor has yet to discover what wheel is for.

Clumsy Carp is B.C.'s
resident ichthyologist and
Curly's arresting officer (he
even stops Curly from fishing in Curly's own dreams).
Grog, the lump of hair and
nose watching him from
shore, is something else
again. No one knows what,
but he's fun to watch in
B.C.

Thrifty Motorists Throughout

.i

Rocky Mt. Region

BEAT THE WEATHERMAN

B
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IN OUR SNOW
RAIN-0~-SHINE FAVORITE!

SO CAN YOU!

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Sprrng.
Double everything ... 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes ... for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, !can and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
" Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can tide a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
lhen you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil·injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

BEST

Service Gas

Beverly Basick,
Dept. of Anthropology

Archetypical.
The ritual of the Midnight Pudding Snack is
well established in primitive societies. Since
Shake·A Pudd'n does not require refrigeration,
it lends itself to use in dormitories (surely one
of the most primitive societies), thereby
fulfilling this basic, instinctual human drive
at the precise moment it arises.

,.,j

ALL-WEATHER
':

WHAT IS ITS SIGNIFICANCE?

SAVE EVERYDAY AT

Francine Factor,
·Dept. of History
Of tremendous historical significance.

Had Shake-A Pudd'n been discovered in the
18th Century, the French Revolution would
probably never have taken place when it did.
Marie Antoinette's famous remark, "Let 'em eat
cake.'' would no doubt have been transformed
to "Let 'em eat pudd'n," thereby appeasing
the masses
at least another century.

Harry Holesome,
Dept. of Health Education

The American Dream come true.
Shake·A Pudd'ri combines healthful nutrition,
bracing exercise and, above all, Good Clean Fun.
An essential part of the Physical Fitness Program.

COATS

Sylvia Cimbill,
Dept. of Psychology

Truly Freudian.
Powder and water are mixed in a cup, an
obviously mammalian formation, seen on a
deeper level as Mother. One shakes the cup, in a
desperate but futile attempt to shake off the
inhibiting Superego and free the primitive ld.

Forget the forecast. You're prepared for snowsunshine or showers in our Best All-Weather
Coots. Durable water-repellent, spot and stain
resistant, Wrinkle resistant, washable. Choose
yours from our large selection of quality. fabrics, classic styles, solids and patterns.: "

BOBBY J S
1

$2& and 529.85

MOTORCYCLE SALES

WITH 100% OR LON-ACRYLIC, ZIP-OUT
PILE LINER $10.95 EXTRA

6316 Domingo Ref., NE

Phon• 255-0237

U

Atrue product of the Electric Age.
Shake·A Pudd'n has transformed a fragiTiented,
time-consuming, mechanical task into
an almost instantaneous, totally involving
experience. Definitely "cool." Although
equalty'good at room temperature.

Ii

320 Wyoming Blvd;, S.E., 2404 Broadway, S.E., Bridge and Isleta,
Candelaria and Edith

•'

Michael Media,
Dept. of Sociology

Shake-A Purld'n'i'll':'the new instant
dessert mix from Royal.

Just put water and pOwder in the cup, snap
the lid, shake for 30 seconds and let it set.
In Chocolate, Vanilla, Butterscotch or Banana.
Each package complete with four puddings,
spOons, lids, and throwaway·shakers.
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wearing beards.
I have been a customer of University Drug for the l11st four
years, and I can truthfully say
Dear Editor:
that never have I seen a student
I've been reading the array of ejected or refused service because
pro-con hippie, pro-con war arti- he was wearing beard. Hardly a
cles in your paper, many of which day goes by that a bearded friend
are sprinkled with emotional and I do not have coffee together
in this establishment. Furtherwords such as "patriotism" and more, there are many more beard"love."
ed, beaded, long-haired students
To form a very rational view- and non-students who enjoy the
point I believe one must study atmosphere of the store mentionthe question, form an opinion, and . ed in this article. The difference
with some difficulty refrain from between them and those who were
emotional and hence irrational ejected recently is that the formthought in forming the opinion.
er acted akin to civilized persons,
The hippies are not entirely not like bums.
wrong; their protests, I take it,
I would like to ask Messers
could be against a number of Lang and Levine a question or
questions-against a society ever two about civility:
more relying upon the machine,
1. When at home, do you and
the individual losing his identity, your friends put your dirty boots
and of course, involvement in a on your parents' best furniture,
war. Their mode of dre'Ss may be knowing perhap'l!, that someone
an attempt to fulfill their own might sit on that furniture in a
identities or perhaps more aptly
clean dress or suit'?
an individual psychol9gical want.
2. Do you know of any business
In a rational statement one should
refrain from attacking personal establishment where you, as a
customer, would be welcome, asqualities,
suming you acted as you did at
While half agreeing with the University Drug Store?
peace movement I would like to
3. Assuming that you are colpoint out a few facts. Human beings sometimes do some strange lege students, and that you have
things; there is usually a reason been versed in the humanities
(including civil rights) have you
for this behavior. Nation'S are
not
been told that discrimination
comprised of human beings, and
also
includes the rights of others,
from this fact one can conclude
that nations also do some funny including businessmen'!
4. In suggesting a boycott of
things, generally with more devaUniversity Drug, you are asking
stating results.
World War II arose from lack both the student body of UNM
of human understanding. The · and the community surrounding
point I would like to make here us to support you and your beis that now the Germans and Jap- liefs to act as you please, regardanese are considered friends and less of what we think acceptable
allies, so where did all the killing conduct is, concerning a civilized
get anyone? Look at other con- community.
It might be that we are wrong
flicts and draw your own conclusions. One point in favor of the in the concept that people should
govern their behavior, especially
hippies.
I would Iik"e to point out also in the presence o:l! others in a pubthat Germany acted like an insane lic business establishment. We
individual during World War II. acknowledge the fact that disI don't think it would be a wise crimination against a person (or
idea to let our guards down en- persons) because they are beardtirely. People and nations willful- ed, beaded, or gari'!!hly attired is
fill their own needs before they wrong, yet I do believe respect
will worry about others. We have should be guaranteed both ways,
no real reason to believe another from the normal, clean-shaven,
international holocaust will not neatly-dressed and quiet-voiced
person, and also his counterman.
occur.
Paul Bundy
The answer lies in wise and just
leadership, but I have not defined
the words "wise" and "just.'' I
Bookstore Poliey Criticized
take the word'S to mean consideration of• others' rights, and per- Editor's note: This is a copy of a
haps a plea :f'or human under- letter sent to A. 0. Jackson. manstanding should be added.
ager of the Associated Students
Dale W. Christian

The· Rowan Column
Cuts in Education, Poverty
Programs Coming
By CARL T. ROWAN

\
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AND HIT FOJ<!.
CLUMsY.

Interestingly, the agriculture
department is still slated to get
an increased appropriation of
$1,761,432 - a point that already
has some congressmen scratching
their heads as a prelude to a
small explosion.
But the die has clearly been
cast. The administration has decided tha.t this Congress will not
pay for both guns and butter, so
guns will get the priority.
This will provide a powerful
new argument for those Americans who .have long opposed the
U.S. commitment in Viet Nam.
And it will dismay those who have
supported the basic commitment
in Southeast Asia-but with the
stipulation that the war must not
be financed through the hunger,
sickness and deprivation of millions of poor Americans.
One congressman left the Mahon meeting mumbling that he
could not in good conscience vote
a surtax to finance a war in Viet
Nam, knowing that there would
still be cuts in education and poverty programs.
"How could I justify this kind
of scale of priorities after the
s u m m e r we've just gone
through?" he demanded.
Many Americans will share his
viewpoint. And probably no group
will harbor a more angry reaction
to the fiscal developments that
are upon us than Lyndon Johnson's own Democratic Party.

s.

final Exam listing
Printed in Schedule

Lance Woodliff, UNM director
of registration, has warned students that this term's final examination schedule is printed on the
inside coYer of the fall class
schedule.
There is no plan for reprinting
the exam schedule as 15,000 class
listings were distributed, Woodliff
noted.
As a campus service, The Lobo
will run the schedule several
tinies just before finals week.
•

Geography Club
The UNM Geography Club will
meet tonight at 8 in the Alert
Center in the northeast corner of
the Union. Officers will be elected
and other aims and functions of
the club will be discussed. All persons interested are invited to attend.

our.
.. I cA.N Do rr'r
t<NOW I CAN
•

Dear Editor:
In Wednesday's Lobo, a charge
of discrimination was levied
against the University Drug Store
by Richard W. Lang and David Z.
Levine. It seems that they were
among the group of "hippies"
ejected from that store by the
management for "conduct unbecoming to civilized norni.s" that
most citi!lens adhere to.
Mr. Lang and Mr. Levine
brought up three questions in the
letter to The Lobo concerning
'civil rights," "definition of a
hippie/' and whether the police
requested U. Drug not to serve
them.
In another paragraph, the complainants cite an incident in
another store, where they were
refused service because these oppressed 'Students happened to be

Bookstore by a UNM professor of
history.
Dear Editor:
The slowness in the arrival of
textbook'S is causing such great
inconvenience in our classes that
I feel I must inquire about the
procedures followed in placing
orders. It is my understanding
that if the book store has too
many copies of a book, they may
be returned to the publisher with
no financial loss sustained by the
book store.
Why, then, may not enough
copies be on hand to take care of
increases in enrollment? Granting that there would be some
trouble in shipping excess copies
back to the publishing house, I
submit that this inconvenience is
small in comparison with that encountered by the students and instructors.
In one of my classes, History
378, there were 82 students enrolled at the end of registration
on Sept. 16. This figure was given
to you at that time. There were
three more additions to the class
than withdrawals; and yet now,
three weeks later, we are 22 books
short. In another class, too,
there is a book shortage. It affects fewer students, but for
them, it is just as inconvenient.
The effect of this book shortage is that we can not carry out
the schedule we have planned for
our classes. When we plan a discussion of assigned readings
every week and a quarter of the
students still have not had access to these readings, we are at
a great disadvantage. This has
been going on for years. I have
had to schedule reexaminations
for students who were not prepared for the announced examinations because of unavailability
of books, and I know this has
been true of some of my colleagues as well.
If ·this situation is caused by
factors over which you have no
control I wish you would let us
know. I do not wish to criticize
the Bookstore operations unfairly. But from what I now know I
believe the situation is correctable-perhaps easily so. I do not
think any of us wants to resort
to the deception of deliberately
overestimating expected class enrollment, but I think we may be
tempted to do so in order to be
sure of having enough books on
hand at the start of our courses
when we need them.

P

By DAVID SALTMAN
Collegiate Press Service
PARIS-You'd never know it
to read the E n g 1i s h language
press, but the United States just
took a beating in France.
The Communist party cleaned
up this week in the French local
elections, signaling the beginning
of the end for Gaullism, This was
reported in detail in tile English
and American papers in Europe.
What was missed was the subtler
vote cast against the Americans,
possibly signaling the beginning
of the end for Yankee political
influence.
Gaullism Rejected
Even though the Gaullists
dumped tons of propaganda in
the French countryside, calling

TIME
The longest word
in the language?

By letter count, the longest
word may be pneumonoultra·
microscopicsilicovolcanoconiosl!l,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Webster's New World
Dicti011ary, College Edition. But
you will find more useful information about words than in any
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addition to its derivation and an
illustration showing U.S. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to
know about time.
This diction!lfY is approved
and used by more than 1000
colleges and universities. Isn't
it time you owned one? Only
$5.95 for 1760 pages;
$6.95
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York

William M. Dabney

THURSDAY-PTA, League of Women
Voters; AAUW: Union Theatre; 9:30
a..tn.
Mortar .:Soard: Union 250-E; 6 p.m.
Accounting Careers Council: Union
139·W, 6 :3() p.m.
Christian Science Organization; Union
23l•A; 7 p.m.
IFC; Union 23G ; 7 p.m.

Alpha Kappll. Psi: Union Council Room;
7:30p.m.
·
Alpha. Phi Omega; Union 231-E ;. '1 :30
p.m.
,
APOWA; Union 231·D; '1 :30 p.m.
FRIDAY-Alumni Homecomln!r tt.gt,..
tration ; Union 231-D·E; all day.
Town Club Mum Sale; Union Lobby;
all day.
American Math J;lociety; Union 250-D;
8a.m ..

Alumni Association DOII.I'd of Directol'll;
Union 281..C; 8 p,m.
Kiker Memorial Lecture: Thomas F.
Lambert. ' 1The J urisprudcnc::~ of Hope";
Bratton Hall, Moot Court : 3 p.m.
AWS Executive Committee; Union 231·
A; 3:30p.m.
HoUse Decorations Tour;. Entrance,
Girard Place NE ; 6 :30 11.m.
House DI!Corntions Judges; Union Coun·
cll Room; '1 p.m.
Dllbn.'i; Union 281-0; 8 p.m.
Coronation of Queen; J'obnBOn Gyrn; B

p.m.

U~M

p.m.

YOVEATiNGf

Orchesb-11; Concert Hall: 8 ;l!j

Homocoming Dance, Union Mall : 9 p,m.
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for a "block of the Marxist cartel," the Communists raised their
representation from 56 to 97 in
countryside councils where terms
were up. In the newly created
Paris region councils, the Communists won 78 of 192 'Seats clearJy a ~ejection of · Gaulisn1, but
there 1s more.
In the latest issue of Le Nouvel Observateur, cheek-by-jowl
with an article describing the
Co~munist political machin.e, w~s
a piece called "Jamesbond1sm m
Viet Nam." It summed up what
seems to be the prevailing local
opinion on McNamara's Wall:
"Along the 72 kilometers of the
'demilitarized zone' in Viet Nam,
American bulldozers are making
an infernal racket. It is there, in
this jungle landscape which they
are defoliating, that they will
build next month a new 'Great
Wall of China,' invented by the
Pentagon to try to disiccate a
land ravaged by a ruthless war."
Communists Would be "Liberal"
The next-door article about the
Communists gives prominent play
to the fact that their platform
insists the U.S. get out of Viet
Nam. Nouvel Observateur is
not a Communist magazine. In
the States it would be called 11establishment liberal."
The "Jamesbondism" article
enumerates the latest scientific
gimmicks the Pentagon will use
on 'the new wall infrared search
beams (Honeywell Corp.), seismic
detectors (General Dynamics-Sandia Corp.), and ultrasonic sensors
(Hughes Corp.). It doesn't mention, unfortunately, that the basic
research for the infra-red sensing
devices is being done by a number of American universitiesincluding the University of Michigan.
Placement Is No Accident
It is clearly no accident that
the two articles were put sideby-side.
When France rejects a leader
with the charisma of a DeGaulle,
as they did this week, you can
bet they are nettled by something. That something is the war
in Viet Nam and U.S. influence
and imperialism.
French Students Lead
The thrust of anti-Americanism
here is led by the French students.
A small number of them have set
up a new ltind of resistance, reminiscent o:I World War II's FFI.
They are helping American soldiers in Europe desert if they are
slated to go to Viet Nam, outfitting them with false .identities
and papers to match. The soldiers
are being smuggled into Holland

or England and students there
help them find jobs. Some go to
Africa and teach English. Tile
Times. of London, a notorio~sly
restramed newspaper, predicts
that 1000 soldiers will desert this
year .above the normal rate.
Though the war in Viet Nam
is the primary irritation with the
Americans, an important secondary burr is U.S. influence in Latin America.
Murder Suspect Is Hero
The new French revolutionary
hero is 27-year-old Regis Debray,
on trial in Bolivia for murder
and treason. Debray is accused
of collaborating with Che Guevara, the Argentine doctor-turned-revolutionary, who was allegedly Castro's right-hand-man in
South America,
The evidence against Debray
is two photographs: one shows
him talking to Guevara (Debray
is a journalist), and the other
shows someone with a moustache
holding something that could be
a rifle or a tent-rope. The military
judge agrees that this is "conclusive e'lidence" that Debray is
guilty.
In an article in Le Figaro, Philippe Nourry says "there is no
doubt, of course, that the judge
has better eyes than the journalists." The United States is quietly backing the military government, and Figaro has suggested
that if the U.S. had minded its
own business Debray would still
be in France.
The French also see a very
clear connection between the Viet
Nam war, the Debray trial, and
the Negro riots in the States.
An article in Le Figaro by
Max Olivier-Lacamp says you
can't disassociate the riots from
the war: "Ab~ve all, when the

Black Power activists repeat in
the speeches and newspaper articles, in their pamphlets circulat-

ed throughout the ghettos of Detroit and Los Angeles . . .'that
we must help our darl,.skinned
brothers wrestling against American imperialism attacking them
wherever they are' with so much
efficiency 'that we of the interior
resistance don't fear atomic armies, or air bombardment, or heavy
artillery .. , .
"White America cannot wage
(Continued on page 8)
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What kind do you smoke?
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MONZA

Whatever kind you smoke,
you owe it to yourself to
try MONZA Pipe Tobacco.
Your favorite pipe will give
you more pleasure when
you choose this imported
blend of 'the world's fine
tobaccos.

move up to
THE IMPORTED PIPE TOBACCO
ONLY 30~ A POUCH

I
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Name
Street - - - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - -

State - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - Z i p - - - - - -

(@CONCERT I-IALL
and

the Cultural Program Committee-Associated Students
Present
Broadway Star of Thin Man T-V Series

PHYLLIS KIRK
in Alfred Knott's Super Thriller

WAIT UNTIL DARK
with all Broadway Cast
MONDAY-OCT 16-8:15 P.M.

8 a.m..

Golden Alwnni Jlrcakl..t: Union Conn•
eil Room ; . 8 ll.m.
Albuquerque City I'anbellcnie nl1!8kfatJt;
Union Desert Room: 8:30 a.m.
Homecoming PArade: Richmond 1/r. Gen·
tral to Univcl'lliiy and Central, right to
Lomllll; 10 a.m.
School or MediciM dillooul'B<l and tour,
Dean Fits$<, speaker: Medical Building: 11
a..tn.
•
String 'l'enchers Luncheon:. Union lllB:

Weather or not,
wear this
casual coat

a.m.

Student GoVernment; Union Theater: 1
.p.m.
.
Freshman football; University Sfad•WII:
1:30 p.m.
Homecoming Committee Reception tor
President Popejoy: Union Desert :Boom,
2:80p.m.
Homecoming football game: Arizona
State U: UniVersity Stadium: 7 p.m.
Snturdny Flhn Fare: ''The Loved One'' ;
Union Theatre; 7, 10 p.m.
Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brlll!B:
Ultivcl'8ity Ar.ma: 9 :30 Jj1m.
SUNDAY-Alpha Phi Omega "pledge~;
Union 231·11 : 6 p.m.
. Sunday Fihn Fare: "Tho Loved One" :
Union Theater: li, B p.m.

Wear A.M. to P.M. no
matter what the weather. Cotton 1:orduroy. is
water repellant, superbly tailored to make the
most of a n y dress.
Black-brown checks or
solid beige. 6 to 16
$40.00

YOUR

Theater Subscriptions or $5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50
UNM STUDENTS Y2 PRICE

The man with the Seven Year Itch is back
but this time his problem is a teenage daughter

TOM EWELL
in hilarious Broadway hit comedy

the IMPOSSIBLE YEARS
FRI. AND SAT., NOV. 17 AND 18-8:15 P.M.
theater Subscription or $5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50
UNM STUDENTS % PRICE

COMING SOON Oct. 31, 1967-7:00 & 9:00p.m. •

CONTRACT

SINS OF THE FLESHAPOIDS

l

Admission $1.5.0 UNMStUDENTS$1.00

t
Free parking
entrQnte

•

!tea~

•
f
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(Please Print)
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P.O. BOX 3033, DEPT. ~13
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALif. 91606

2904 Central, SE

'•
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MONZA

From The Underground

oil

~

: I

Wotldruff-fulian
l
{

PIPE TOBACCO ~

For a COMPLIMENTARY pouch of MONZA PIPE TOBACCO,
send 10¢ to cover postage and handling with this
coupon to:
ROMICK'S INTERNATIONAL, INC.

SA'l'URJ)AY-Alumnl Homecoming resr·
i•trntlon : Union 231·D·E: all dtlY.
NROTC Alumni Jlrcaklast; Union 139
E&W; '1 :30 a.m.
American Math Society; Union 260-D :

11
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Editor's note: David Saltman,
formerly of the Michigan Daily, is
a part-time correspondent in
Europe. This is his first dis atch.

Calling U

Discrimination Applies to
Non-Hippies

- - - - -· . ----- -··-·-- --

Reporter Says U.S. Losing lnflvence
In France After Communist Victory

EDITOR

Hippie, War Problems Need
Leadership

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Chuck Noland
Managing Editor ------------------------------- Melissa Howard
Busines'S Manager ..•. , ............, ........-----··--·-··-- Richard Pfaff
Associate Editor ------------------------------- Chuck Reynolds
Morning Editor ------------------------------- Evelyn Alexander
Sports Editor --------------------------------- Nooley Reinheardt
City Editor ---------------------------.------------- }tob Burton
Cartoonist -------------------------··--------------- Frank Jacome
Staff----- Evelyn Anderson, Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Craig Guest,
Daryle Hyman, Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg MacAleese,
Sally Me Coy, Paul Slack, Bob Storey, Mike Will

WASHINGTON- If you think
the country is dangerously divided, wait until the. whole truth
comes out about the economic
mess we're in.
Opposition to the war in Viet
Nam is going to rise to unprecedented levels.
Anger and frustration among
the nation's poor people, and
among the alienated masses of
the cities, will increase to ever
more explosive levels.
And the political troubles of
the Democratic Party and the
Johnson administration will be
harshly multiplied.
President Johnson told a group
of congressional leaders recently
that the country faces a 20-billion-dollar deficit. He said the
government will borrow 14 or 15
billion dollars of this. The 10
per cent surtax that he has proposed to Congress will raise
another 7.5 billion.
.: The remaining 7.5 billion must
be trimmed from the budgets of
federal agencies and programs,
the President has ordered.
The hooker here is that the administration has made it clear
that the 70-billion-dollar de!ense
department budget cannot be cut.
Likewise, funds for veterans'
benefits and hospitals cannot be
reduced.
And there are items like the interest on the national debt and
the highway program that da not
lend themselves to reductions.
What it adds up to is that 7.5
billion dollars is going to be cut
from a mere 21 billion dollars
worth of programs.
In a Democratic caucus Tuesday, Rep. George Mahon of Tex'Ds outlined administration thinking on where the cuts can be
made. He talked about reducing
higher education expenditures by
160 million dollars; elementary
education by 200 million; the war
on poverty by 450 million ( loud
cheers went up from some Democrats who are out to axe the po'V•
erty program).
These administration suggestions are ·in addition to some cuts
already signaled by Congress,
such as: 516 million dollars from
the space program, a 244 million
reduction in pubUe works, a 188
million cut in the transportation
department, 75 million from interior, 69 million from the Post
Office department.
And that still leaves a few billion dollars to be cut from some
budget.
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Champs,Utoh Set
· Defense Struggle

Coach tSt:ormy' Petrol Chases Monkeys

I

I

I

k
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became a professional fullback lin. Last year's team captain
Petrol, who will be 60 in Jan- titudes Petrol said, ''I always
teams in Philadel- ?1ark Johnson, who is now play- uary, now teaches several health
to make sports fun, but. mor\l
phm, Providence, R.I., Lancaster, mg in the New York Mets orgap- co\lrses here and plays lots of Important, I always took pnde in
Penn., Pottstown, Penn., and ization, was also brought to UNM golf. Shooting in the low 70s, my.self in helping the boys and
Cumbola, Penn,
by Petrol.
Petrol played in three National in being friends with them and I
In comparing football in his
He also designed the new south Amateaur Championships in the take pride in the fact that we did
day with the modern ge,me, Petrol campus ball park which was first early '50s.
right by always giving our bel:lt
said, ''The old game was much used last season.
In reviewing his coaching at- to win.''
more vicious since there have
been many changes in the rules r
and in the formations as well as
an increase in passing. When I
teach football the first thing I
teach is blocking and tackling,
because the.se are the only two
phases of the game which have
never changed.''
In those early days of football
Petrol met Jim Thorpe as well as
the other early greats.
After knocking heads until
1937, Petrol came to Espanola
where he was a high school prineipal and coach.
In 1942 Petrol became assistant Lobo football coach and he
StOO
$400
helped out with the swimming and
track teams. After the war he
was made head baseball coach.
. '
In 1958 he 1·esigned his football
post and directed all his attention to baseball, which he coachStore No. 1-1441-A Eubank N.E.-Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
ed until 1966. Again this season,
Store No. 2-1720·A Bridge St. S.W.-Goff Plaza Center
though, Petrol has been helping
the Lobo punters again.
Store No. 3-4210 4th St. N.W.
What Petrol called his biggest
baseball coaching thrill came in
O~EN MON. THRU SAT. 10 TO 6
the spring of 1963 when the Lobos played an exhibition game
against the Los ·Angeles Dodgers
Coming soon •••••
at Tingley Field.
"The reason it was such a
New Store in UNM area •.
thrill is because they only beat
us 4-0. We fielded beautifully but
the boys just couldn't hit off Don
Drysdale too well.
"Something · funny happened
when I sent Dick Felter in to
pinch hit and he let a third strike
go by. I asked him why he let
Drysdale throw it past him and
he said it was too high. I told him
I thought it sounded a little low.''
Other thrills include winning
the Skyline Conference baseball
championship .and three Skyline
divisional titles. Petrol's Skyline
chnmpionahip was the only championship any Lobo team ever won
Freeport Sulphur ~ompany, one of the nation's top producers of minerals, offers
in that conference.
the graduate engmeer a challenging and professionally stimulating career with
Another thrill of Petrol's life
came when all a ~·oungstet he saw
unlimited advancement potential.
the early greats of baseball such
as Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and Ty
Freeport's five divisions spread from Georgia to New lv\exico while growth
Cobb.
In the late '40's Petrol was decontmues at a phenomenal rate. Investments in new plant focllities in louisiana
lighted
when
Hall
of
Fame
pitchalone,
total more than $75 million. In 1967, $ales ore expected to exceed $17S
Ski Club Meet
er Grover Cleveland Alexander
mlllion,
with less than 3,000 employees.
The Sitzmarkers Ski Club is came to UNl\1 to help coach the
getting ready for the first ski pitchers for two weeks.
trip of the season to Purgatory,
For many years Freeport has been the leader in production of sulphur. It also
Petrol's nickname "Stormy"
Colorado. The next gcnei•al meet- came into wide use late in his
ranks am?ng ~eaders in kaolin_ clay, ~otash, oil and gas. lt will soon produce
ing o:f the dub will be Oct. 17 at career when a Lubbock newsphosphene oc1d upon complehon of 1ts chemical plant at Convent La. which
7:30 p.m. at the Western Skies paperman compared him to a
will place Freeport among the leading· suppliers to the fertiliz~r industry.
Motel. It will feature movies and wild bird known as the Stormy
slides on Purgatory:
Petrel which is :found in the
Strong emphasis on research and process development, especially relating to
:M:editerannean. He made the
physical chemistry, minerals extraction and hydrometollurgy has helped make
comparison
to
the
wild
bird
after
Quotable quote by Air Force seeing the wild Lobo coach exFreeport a leader in these fields.
'
captain Neal Starkey, following change 1·emarks with an umpire.
Some of the players on the
the Falcons' 10·37 loss to WyoThe Engineering Deportment, too, has achieved prominence in project design
current
Lobo baseball team were
ming: "They played smart footdevelopment ~nd construction supervision of new plants in virtually all of th~
to UNM by Petrol. In~
ball, and, man, are they quick! brought
eluded are pitchers Ralph Sallee,
company's prorects.
One mistake .and you're in a track Bob McAulay, and Rick Bodle;
meet. And we don't have many third baseman Greg With; and
~hether your i~terest lies in research and development, design and construcfirst baseman Smokey MeLaughtrackmen/'
tion or product1on, yo~'ll find it at Fr?eport-a world leader that's com act

By CRAIG GUEST
On the fourth tee of a fine
South African golf course stood
a tanned and athletic-looking
American of about 57 addressing
the ball with his driver. After a
second the ball was streaking off
on a line drive, then rolling to a
stop some 300 yards away.
Suddenly a monkey scampered
out of the rough, swiping the
small sphere. Now the chase was
on as man and monkey sprinted up
and down the fairway only for the
monkey to lose himself in the
underbrush to the side of the
fairway.
The little brown thief did,
though, remind the man of when
he used to chase down 200-pound
ballcarriers in American professional football leagues during the
1930's.
The monkey-chasing, footballplaying-golfer has been a coach
at UNM for 23 years and his
name is George "Stormy" Petrol.
What was he doing on a South
African golf course?
From December, 1965, to the
following August, Petrol conducted a series of governmentsponsored sports clinics in the
principle cities of Rhodesia and
South Africa. While there, Petrol
also toured the country and went
big-game hunting with a camera.
About the trip he said, "the
South Africans are the most
sports-minded people in the world
becau.se they all participate instead of being just spectators.
The big sports there are cricket,
rugby and soccer. Baseball, which
I taught in my clinics, was becoming popular but it had a bad
reputation because of movies
which always showed player-urnpire brawls and pop-bottle-throwing episodes. The South African
people are very advanced and
they really treated us just marvelously."
During his 23 years at UNM
Petrol has coached baseball, football, golf, track and swimming,
in addition to serving on numerous NCAA committees, and
taught almost every course offered in the athletic department.
Following his 1929 graduation
f1·om Albright College in Read·
ing, Penn., where he was a language and science major, Petrol

wi~h footb~ll

~ried
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BERMUDAS---SURFERS---SHORTS---SKIRTS
.Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Siack Suits
PRICED FROM

TO

NOW 3 STORES

''Think of

enough for you~~ och1eve personal satisfaction through individual accomJishment and recogmt1on.

SIX WEEKS'

GUITAR

COURSE

Military status?
Although F.reeport hires without regard to selective service status it is con 'd . d
on essential industry. You may qualify for a critical occupatio~ (11-A) s;a~i~eg.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS:
Wednesday, October 18

Contact your placement office for further details
Oct, 16th • • • limited to •

eight dud&niS each for
Jn.dlvid~~~ dttentlon..
.
• This course. elves you ln·
$truction boslc: to Cla$-

$ioof, Folk ond Pop Guitar.

• Aqes B to SOl
• No m u s i o bockgrouncf
·needed.

• PRIVATE INSTRUCTION.
• GUITAR·RENTAL-SALES

~ • 298-2058
ED CLARK'S MUSIC
KHFM lid•• 5900 Dontlnto Rd. M.E..

F-01 INFORMATION CJ.U; .-

UNM's TERRY DEAR is four shots off the pace after the first
round of the Tucker Intercollegiate golf tournament at the south
campus course. He had an opening-round 75 to trail Houston's
Doug OJson ~nd Colorado's Bill Musselman by four strokes. Brig•
bam Young IS the team leader by a stroke over Houston. (UNM
Photo)

DENVER-Wyoming and Utah
will engage in a gigantic defensive struggle at Salt Lake City
Saturday if Western Athletic
Conference statistics are indica·
tive of the strengths of the two
teams.
Wyoming, the leag11e'e lone undefeated eleven, has captured the
lead in scoring defense with an
average yield of just 12.5 points
per game. Trailing by less than
a point a game is Utah, whieh
has allowed just 13.$ points per
outing.
New Mexico, the leading passing team in the nation, hosts AriliOna State, the conference's best
running team, while Arizona tests
the University of Texas at El
Paso in Tucson and Brigham
Young travels to Corvallis, Ore.,
to meet Oregon State in a battle
of once-beatens.
Conferenee team statistics underwent wholesale changes this
week, with Wyoming taking over
the lead in total defense after
holding Brigham Young 302 yards
under its average in a 26-10 victory and Arizona State grabbing
the total offense lead after gaining 416 yards on a rugged UTEP
eleven in a 33-32 squeaker victory.
Passing leads also changed
~ands. New Mexico recaptured
~ts lead from ~righam Young and
lS now averagmg 283.0 yards per
game through the air, 23.1 more
yards per game than the conference record of 255.9 by Arizona
State in 1964.

Intramural Results
Mescalero 20, Navajo 0;
Tewa 8, Pueblo 6; Kiowa 13,
Kearny 0; Chimayo 12, Camanchero 0; Phi Gamma Delta
12, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 6;
Sigma Chi O, Alpha Kappa
Lambda 0; Phi Delta Theta 13,
Sigma Phi Epsilon 6; Kappa
Alpha 2, Phi Sigma Kappa 0.

BYU Moves Stroke Ahead
After First Tucker Round
)\.'
j

i

t
~

.

\

Brigham Young University division Mike Achterberg of BYU
moved into a one-stroke lead in is the individual leader and Uousthe Tucker Interco11egiate golf ' ton heads the team standings."
Th~> RYU fn>llbmnn had nn
tomnament with a four-mnn
opening
73. Houston's leading
score of 295 after Wednesday's
first round at the UNM South team score is 307, three better
than ASU. BYU only has two
COUl'.SC.
men
.entered in that division.
Defending champion Houston
The 54-hole women's toui·rtais second at 296 and Arizona
ment
begins today at the Arroyo
State third at 297.
Houston junior Doug Olson and del Caso couree and will end
Bill Musselman of Colorado tied Saturday. The UNM south course
for the individunl lead with one- could not handle the record field,
under-par 71s. Olson is the de- so the city voluntered its newest
fending titlist in the 72-hole municipal course for the women.
tournament.
Olson had rounds of 38-33-71
and Musselman has just the op~
posite, 33-38-71. Mike Taylor
of Brigham Young is third with
an even-par '12.
The host Lobos bowed to their
own course and the Number 2
team is in fourth place with a
score of 300, three shots ahead of
the first unit.
The University of Arizona
trails at 304.
The 20-team field had nearperfe~t weather Wednesday in
the tournament that traditionally
heralds the arrival of cold weather in Albuquerque.
Even with the good weather
MOTORCYCLES
the new UNM south cout·se was
GO WITH THE LEADER
too much of a chall1mgc for nll
~Jt~ept the three phtyct•s wllo
matched or broke par.
The second round starts toduy
with the leaders teeing o:f nt
10:30 over the par-72, 7300-yal'd
200 c.c.. ro 650 c.c.
UNM south course.
In the :freshman juuio1• college

listen to KUNM

90.1 Mcs.

Or, write or call:

T.L Vandegrift, Assistant to ManagerIndustrial & Personnel Relations
fRE~PORT

SULPHUR COMPANY
P. 0. Box 61520
New Orleans, La. 70160
Telephone= Area Code 504/529-4393

Got that dread feeling that you're Outsville? Left alone again with your term
PI!Per on Henry James and the penuche
Mom sent last week?
Could be you're out of Schlitz. And
when you're out of Schlitz, you're out of
beer.
Repair the damage. Race to the social
club and order a round of Schlitz. Then
observe. Varsity ends will pumJ? .your
hand. Soft-eyed coeds will pluck WJstfully
at your cashmere.
You have done it. You're in.
Schlitz has always been.
C 1966 Jos. SchUtz 8rewlng Co., M\\wau~e•- Wis.

All competition ends with the
iinallS holes Saturday.

Do you buy
a shirt
ora label?
If you're looking for
a short-sleeved oxford shirt
with a button-down collar,
that's what you buy. After
you've checked the label.
Because a good label
guarantees a good shirt. It
means the shirt is rolled
tapered and pleated in the

right places. And is styled
·
The label on this shortsleeved button-down says
"Gum Laude" Oxford. It tells
you the shirt is Perma-lron
so it won't wrinkle,

to last.

Q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The Latge~t $election of

Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Oor New
Xmas Albums In Far 1967
3501 Lamas N.E. 255-4989

A.T

IWOFORJ/#PORF
F'ORMERI.Y CUSHMAN MOTORS

33t-333 SAN PEDRO Dlt. N.E.

PHONE 265·65S1

SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC Sl:iAVER AND
UGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

Even your best friends won't tell you.

GO

1-jallmark Cards
Halldween & Party Item$
WeddiniJ· Invitations
and All Paper Goods

SOUTHWEST
ELECT~IC

Cul'V'er PJcturu, Jno.

TRIUMPH

$1250

•. <;!a.$$e~ be.Jli_lt week oF .

'.
i '-

us first''

ENGINEERS

Page 7
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"Sanforized-Pius" and
tapered. It comes in canary,
green, purple, orange and
white. For $"6.00..
The good things you're
looking for in a shirt are all
on the label. And the best
shirts have the best labels.
They're ours. Arrow's.

·;.·
Tllllrsday, October 12, 1967
Pag~
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U.S.IsLosing

'

(Continued form page 5)
total war against Black America
without destroying itself, they
say.
Race Riots Related
"Above all when one knows,
officfally, that 22.4 per cent of
American army ]oases in Viet
Nam are Negroes and when one
learns, officiously, that the series
of racial disorders, when heard
about in Saigon and Danang, substantially raises the desertion rate
in the Special Forces-at any rate,
among the Gl's with black skin.
"In Washington, it seems, nobody knows what to do, and nobody knows how much to attribute to the hot summer, to the
war in Viet N am, to the change
in Martin Luther King's attitude,
to the real force of Black Power,
to rats in hovels, to police brutality, to too-lax laws, to the Chinese
(for since Glassboro no one talks
about Communists any more),
and finally to the ever-popular
Negro 'psyche.'"
If they don't know in Washington, they claim to know in Paris.
From here, it is incredibly easy to
see the white-skinned U.S. mowing down the yellow-skinned Vietnamese, the black-skinned Negroes, and the dark, swarthy,
mysterious Latin Americans. It
is incredibly hard for Frenchmen
to take anyone seriously who
claims to be standing steadfast
against Co m m u n i s m, because
Communists aren't freaks in Europe.
It's equa1Jy hard to see how
the U.S. continually flummoxes
the American public into supporting the war, ~upporting an antiballistic missile system, and supporting a doddering Congress
that hoots down a rat-control
bill.

'

The Social Action Committee
will meet in the Newman Center
lobby at 7 tonight to dililcuss
projects for the coming year.
Max Benavidez, a poverty program recreation director, will explaiJl hjs project which has recently beeJl refunded by the OEO.
Adult education, the troubled
Lower Pecos va1ley c~-op, and a
new Project Headstart in Artesia
will also be discussed. All interested UNM students are invited to
attend.

'

Dr. Bertha Dutton is shown here as she d~plays a pot from the P?eblo P~?ttery exhibit in ~e
UNM Anthropology Museum. [Aioking on are, from left, Mrs. Frank Hibben~ wife of pr. Frank H1b•
ben of the UNM anthropology department; Mrs. Eleanor Pratt; Ronald SWJtzer, ass1stant musenm
curator; and Mr. J. J. Brody, curator. The pot is part of the exhibit on 1500 years of Indian craft·
manship which will be on displ~>.y until May, 1968.

3:40
7:00

250 Pueblo Pots Shown

FOR RENT
APARTMENT! Newly remodelled & fur·
nished. Ideal for single JlctSOn. 8 min•
utes from campus by ear. $45. plus lee·
trieity. Ph<>ne 344-11410 n(t'll' 4 p.m.
.
GREEN CASTLE APARTMENTS !or
rent. 15th & Centrnl SW. 10/·2 wks.
CHARMING Adobe-$85. Flreplnec and
modern utilities. N.W. Valley location.
Call 344-5792 or 344·1266 ot 265-6057,

tints were derived from plant
juice or mineral ore, and the
whites, tans, and red are earth
colors.
Changes Seen
Although continuity is the
dominant theme, changes in style
and technique are also evident,
although there is no clear-cut
progression or easily traced
spread of ideas.
Museum Open
The earliest designs are primarily geometrical, while the
more .recent ones are first abstract, then representational.
The Anthropology Museum, in
the southwest corner of the anthropology building on University
Blvd., is open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
The curator is Dr. J. J. Brody;
assistant curator is Ronald Switzer.

8:30
10:00

IT'S DEBE%
The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE ••• Featuring
"PosiTorque". Change from Street Gearing to
Trail Gearing without changing Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.

NEW IIOltDA 90. SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCK!

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
LOWEST PRICE$ IN NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, New Mexico

315 Sar. Padro tc.E.

Ph 268,4508

•

•
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Our Seventy-First Year of Ed"

By BOB STOREY
Provisions for pay raises in
the 1967-68 UNM faculty and
staff contracts will be met, but
the fate of future contracts is
uncertain until the legality of a
state-ordered five per cent ceiling
in pay raises is tested, UNM
President Tom L. Popejoy .said
yesterday.
The state directive issued Tuesday does not affect contracts already signed, be said. But he and
the regents will confer with at;.
torneys on the directive's constitutionality.
Popejoy said the state's constitution specifically provides for
the administration aJld control of
the University by a board of regents and. he questioned the power
of Ed Hartman, state finance director, to set salaries of University personnel.
Popejoy termed Hartman's action in approving increases "highly unusual.''
Meanwhile, Bartman has reiterated his reasons for ordering
the gUideline for pay raises.
Hartman's announcement that
a five per cent pay raise ceiling
was to be applied to state employees' salaries brought criticism
from University personnel for endangering the recruiting and
keeping of high-quality faculty
members. He said he felt it was
his duty for the financial good of
the state to bold the line in state
spending,
Hartman said the state's edu·
cation budget gets about 75 per
cent of the general fund appropriations and that salaries account
for three-fourths of this allocation.
He was quoted in the Albuquerque Journal as saying he couldn't
see bow New Mexico schools
could keep within their budgets
with a salary increase of more
than five per cent.
The finance directot said he
didn't feel he was 1'picking on 1'
education but· felt that the policy
that applies to the rest of the
state's employees should apply
to the schools as well.

The state legislature made a
1968-{;9 apJ>ropriation for education in the general fund based on
a 2.7 pel' cent increase made on
the 1966-67 fiscal year, Hartman said.
Popejoy also criticized provisions in the .finance director's
directive that raises were to be
given only if justified, and that
they had to be approved by the
finance director himself. The directive also s.ays that only in
"dire emergencies" can increases
of more than five per cent be
granted.
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Report Questions
Policies of Union
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Charges of questionable policy
were leveled at parts of the Union's operations yesterday by a

~:.>J;--'

member·~o:f"tlte'•committeec~~~'

vestigate Union Finances, Steve
Van Dresser.
A report prepared by the ad
hoc committee alleged that "Many
areas of the Union are showing a
budgetary profit while not con•
tributing their fair share to the
overhead of the building," which
Van Dresser said "indicates questionable policy in some areas of
the Union."
Costs Not Charged
• Indirect over he a d totaling
~257 ooo; including maintenance
and 'custodial expenses and administrative costs, "ba"e not been
charged to an}" of the profit-making areas of the budget," said the
report.
"As a result of this, many of
the areas of the Union were
showing profit on paper which
did not pay for all their own ex•
penses and in some cases produced
heavy losses," said Van Dresser.
The original purpose of the
(Continued on page 8)

~.

THIS IS THE ROUTE for tonight's tour of cam·
pus house decorations, seheduJed to begin at 6 :30.
Cars will enter from Girard and proceed through
campus as shown past the 22 organizations'

dec' orations. There will be no curbside parking on
any of the streets on the route after 6 p.m., campus police said last night.

Festivities t:o Begin Tonight:

UNM HomecomiJlg '67 activi- will speak on "The JurisJ>rUdence
Hope."
ties go into full swing tonight of Coronation
of the Homecoming
with a tour of campus dormitor- queen will follow the house tour
ies and sorority and fraternity at 8:15 p.m. in Johnson Gym.
houses beginning at 6:30 p.m. Carol Roth, 1966 queen, will
Judging of the 22 displays will crown her successor, one of ten
girls chosen as finalists in Wedbe at 6 p.m.
nesday's election.
The second .Kiker .Memorial lec- Orchestra to Perform
ture of the year will open alumni
The UNM Orchestra will preactivities at 3 p.m. in the moot sent its first concert of the seacourt room of Bratton Hall. son at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert
Thomas F. Lambert Jr., editor-in- Hall. Soloists Arturo Delmoni and
chief of publications of. the Amer- Toby Saks will perform Brahms'
ican Trial Lawyers Association, Concerto for Violin and Cello with

the Orchestra, directed by Kurt
Frederick. Student tickets for the
concert are 75 cents; general ad·
mission tickets are ~1.50. The
Concert Hall box office will be
open until 8:15 for ticket purchase.
Harpers Bizarre, the California
singing group which recorded
"Come to the Sunshine" and ' 1The
59th Street Bridge Song;'' wil! •.
perform at the Homecoming dance
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Union
Ballroom. The group will be supported by the Sunday Funnies
(Continued on page 12)

Senate Election to Be Held Oct 23;
Thorson Asks 'Students With Ideas'

listen to KUNM

A special Student Senate election will be held Oct. 23 to fill
!our vacancies caused by recent
resignations. Candidates must obtain and complete applications
from the Union Activities Center
and should return them by 5 p.m.,
Monday, Oct. 16.
ASUNM President John Thorson says he expects a light turnout because the seats in question
will be up for election again in
December.
"However, we need student!!

Wll8
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

identifies
the world's best
beer drinkers!

OLDTOWN

WANtED:
WANTED: Used weight lifting set, at
least 125 lb~. Call Steve, 255-9162.

FOUND •••
A NEW, SAFI: AND PlEASANT WA'Y
TO MAKE OIETING EASIER • , • To
weigh less, you need to eot less. To
ept less, you need the> help ol
APPEASE • . . • Helps curb your
appetite , , • Delicious, reft~hlng.
UNIVERSITY DRUGS

·-'

ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC. • $T. LOUtS

•

•

UNM MAINTENANC~ men were at. w~rk yes·
terday afternoon. stripp.mg .and repa1ntang. the
World War II artillery p1ece m front of ~he N.arat
ROTC offices .in Carlisle Gym. An Uindentlf1ed
'band of exterior decorators had . appnre~tly ~t
tacked the weapon with pai~tbrus~es and lmlllfiR•
ation. The weapon was pamted !n p~stel pmk,
green, and orange, and on the Uruvers1ty College

·~

./

Applications Due Oct. 16

8'7501

2132 Central Ave. S.E.
Albuqultl'qu•, N•w Mfxlco

SHOWS
2:05
5:15

Town Club and see what $2.25 can do
for you. 10/11, ll!, 13.

"DATE Application with an Eligible
Bachelor" 35 cents, 3 for $1.00. Royal
ErtterPrizes, Do:><: 1502, Santa Fe, N.M.

. s1t:t~ 7<ir

U. Will Test Ruling
On Salary Ceiling

The 250 vessels in the Pueblo
Pottery exhibit which opened
Monday at the UNM Anthropology Museum represent 400 different types produced over a pel'iod of 1500 years in the Southwest.
The exhibit presents a summary of Indian craftsmanship and
emphasizes dual themes of continuity and change in technique
and styles.
$herds-bits of broken pottery
CLASSIFIED. ADVERTlSING RATES:
-are used by archaeologists to
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $Z.OO. InBertions
must be oubmitted by noon on day before
reconstruct the history of Pueblo
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
peoples in New Mexico and AriIiana Bnildin&', or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
zona. Scientists must :rely on technical factors instead of design
ROOM&BOARD
patterns
in their correlations
THE COLLEGE INN still bas some acsince they usualy work only with
commodations available. 20 meals a week,
maiJ &- Ihten &C!"'J!cf"', ~ryJol"" TV, f'wim..
frag111euts o£ broke11 vessels.
ming pool, laundry · facilities, private
All Are Utilitarian
parking, walking distance to campus,
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
Pottery evidence enables an243·2881.
thropologists to establish the culSERVICES
tural or mercantile exchanges beTYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
tween groups and to recognize
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad,
time periods and accompanying
Free pickup o1nd delivery, Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
traditions.
. Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
All of the vessels in the dis243·0588.
play
are utilitarian in design.
FOR SALE
Most were used for everyday
FOR SALE: Silv(tttone Amp with foot
household needs, although there
switch-very
good
condition,
coot
are a few ceremonial containers.
$179,00-saerilice $100.00. Also Hufur 8
speed bik.,.....,.cellent $2o.OO. Tel. 277·
Most of the vessels are round,
3123. 10/6, 9, 11, lZ.
usually
shallow bowls or water
1957 CHEVROLET 2 dr. 8 cylinder automatic $36o.OO. Call 268-4742 after 5
jars, and the basic shapes show
p.m.l0/6.
little change from the earliest
PLAYBOY Magazine Student Rates now
bowl, p1ade in 400 A.D., to one
available. Save $3.25 per }'eat' ot" more.
Call UNM CamPWi Representative. 247made just two months ago.
9082. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
The continuity of both techniBSA 1965 Model 350 cc, Metallic Blue &
que and style is evident throughChrome finish. In JJer!ect condition.
Call 268·1216 da:va, 255-8436 after 5.
out the display. Three basic colors
10/9, 11, 12, 13.
-black, white, and earth-red-are
PERSONALS
universal. Most of the vessels are
banded, corrugated, polished, or
PERSONALITY POSTERS, l'SYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. 1f we
glazed.
don't bave them, then you don't want
them, Send for samPleS and list. MA·
Most of the vessels are painted,
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gilt Shop, 4609
with clay slips and aome
many
E. eoll'a;c, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
with
glaze,
The blaek and grey
FLOWER POWER-Buy a mtlm from
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Action Committee
Will Meet Tonight

Amigos to Meet
'* .:-: ,.;
The Albuquerque Am i go s
·:':•;

·: ' ...

sign irt front of it was scrawled the admonition
"Love." In the midst of traditi()nal Homecoming
festivities, the painting . of the piece could be
an attentl,it by hippies, flower children, or even
anti•warnick!l to add to the campus floats, house
dec()rations, posters, and buttons. (Photo by Paw·
ley).
·

Anonymous will meet Wednesday,
Oct. 18, at 7 p.m •.in the Newman
Center. Coffee will be served and
any students interested in pat'ti·
cipating in . Amigos activities,
whieh include summer work in
Mexican villages, is invited to at•
tend.

with ideas of academic involvement and innovation in student
government. Too many prr)·
grams of importance to the :future of students at UNM are n~
. stake for this election to be tat · n
lightly," he said.
._,
Critics of student governn" :
have an obligation to replace '!.•~
members of government wh :11
they dislike, he said.
"Hel'e is theil' opportunil,y/' ""
said.
llllllllniiiiiiiiiUII!IIIIIIiilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllll'illlilll

Art Museum
The UNM Art Museum will
remain closed after the regu.
lat visiting hours Sunday to
reopen with foqr major shows
Sunday, Oct, 22. Robert Parks,
director, rtot¢d that the Cady
Wells exhibitiotl and a print
exhibition ·occupy the lower
gallery,
IIHimlnlltllmnummi1MillmHIII11HII!RIIllll~

